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DELIA SMITH
Delia is at the heart of every aspect of
catering at Carrow Road.
Everything is freshly prepared in house to
Delia’s exacting standards, to ensure that
dining at Carrow Road is truly memorable
and a very important part of the overall
special and very unique event experience.
And naturally, as we are situated in an
agricultural area we take great pride in
using the finest local ingredients and
local seasonal produce where possible to
support our local suppliers.
Whether you’re visiting us for business or
pleasure, we have three things that will
make your visit to Norwich City Football
Club unique and special - a warm welcome,
good food and a modern elegant setting.

We know the goal of every event is
different, but At Carrow Road one
thing is always the same: a dedicated
team member who understands your
requirements and objectives from the
initial enquiry. Whether you are looking
for a small dinner for 10, a birthday party
for 100, conferences for 350, a celebration
dinner for 400 or exhibition space for over
1000, this partnership approach sets us
apart from other venues.
We have a range of menu options and
styles suitable for any occasion. From
conference lunches to large drinks
receptions and gala dinners, browse the
menus and talk to a member of our
experienced team with regards to your
own personal requirements.

“It’s over twenty years now
since we first launched Delia’s
Canary Catering and we are
extremely proud of the high
standards that we have been
able to achieve. Our aim is to
serve you in the very best way
we can and make sure that
your event is both enjoyable
and memorable.”

Delia Smith

INTRODUCTION
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D E L I A’ S C A N A RY C AT E R I N G
Behind every great business is an
exceptional workforce. And at Delia’s
Canary Catering, we’re blessed with
exactly that.
Our staff are given a unique onboard training programme, including

interaction with Delia herself, to ensure
each member of our team meets our
incredibly high standards.
Delia’s team of chefs work incredibly
hard to deliver cuisine that meets Delia’s
exacting standards. We can offer a range

of menus to ensure our cuisine meets
the needs of your guests.
Unique event spaces demand unique
catering and Delia’s Canary Catering
meets that demand and much more.
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OUR UNIQUE VENUE
Flexible and fully accessible event spaces
accommodating 2 – 900 guests
17 Individual venue spaces
41 Executive boxes for breakout
sessions and small meetings
Temporary office space solutions
Pitch view meeting and event spaces
Large exhibition spaces
Licensed for wedding ceremonies

Professional catering and event staff onsite
State of the art technology including
video conferencing facilities
Complimentary WIFI
Competitive rates
Complimentary car parking
City centre location
5 minute walk from Norwich train station
5 miles to Norwich Airport

Menus designed by Delia
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TOP OF THE TERRACE
The Top of the Terrace is one of our
largest function rooms and is situated at
the top of the Barclay Stand. The room
can comfortably accommodate up to 500
delegates for a conference or 400 guests
for a dinner.
The room benefits from panoramic
windows which run the full length of the
room, with impressive views overlooking
the pitch. With its own bars, serveries,
cloakroom and toilet facilities, the room
is completely self-contained.

The Top of the Terrace sits directly above
the Gunn Club (page 9) and is ideally
placed to use in tandem as a dual space
if required. Perhaps you have a large
conference which is ideally suited to the
Gunn Club, but would prefer to break
out to a separate large space with tons
of natural daylight for your lunch and
refreshment breaks. These two large
spaces work perfectly as their
own unique space or together
as a larger flexible space.

• 2 x Large bar areas
• Air conditioning
• 3 x Servery areas
• 2
 x 90” Wall-mounted HD screens
with a further 6 x 65” HD screens
available*
• S
 DI input/output connection
points*
• W
 indows 10 i7 SSD PC laptop for
presentation use*
• 1
 Presentation master clickshare
button + 8 contributors*
• B
 uilt-in PA System with choice of
microphones*
• C
 hangeable coloured lighting
• P
 itch views with options to
upgrade to personalised LED
message and pitch lighting
• A
 ccommodates up to 40
Exhibition stands

OUR ROOMS

* Additional hire charges apply
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GUNN CLUB
Formerly known as The Norfolk Lounge,
the Gunn Club is our largest function
room and is situated in the Barclay
Stand. The room can comfortably
accommodate up to 500 delegates for
a conference or 440 guests for a dinner.
Its dimensions make the lounge ideal for
exhibitions and product launches.
With a total of 11 wall-mounted HD
screens, video conferencing facilities,
built-in PA system, a fantastic lighting
system, along with its own AV Suite this
room is ideally suited for conferences.
However, the room also boasts two
bar areas making it equally as suited to
a Dinner Dance or Awards evening - it
really is very versatile!

With its own cloakroom and toilet
facilities, the room is completely selfcontained and benefits from plenty of
space. There is also the opportunity of
using the adjacent Carling Lounge as a
breakout area.

• 2 x Large bar areas & servery space

The Gunn Club sits directly below
the Top of the Terrace (page 7) and
is perfectly situated to be used in
conjunction with this stunning room as
a dual event space. We are even able
to connect both rooms via our state of
the art technology*, so that you can be
in the Gunn Club and view on our HD
screens what is taking place in the Top of
the Terrace Suite (and vice versa).

• H
 D 1080p video conference
system with screenshare and
PTZ programmable camera*

• Air conditioning
• 3
 x 90” Wall-mounted HD screens
& 6 x 75” wall-mounted screens*
• S
 Di 1080p video live streaming /
recording equipment and SDi 128Gb
4K video playback equipment*

• W
 indows 10 i7 SSD PC laptop for
presentation use*
• 1
 Presentation master clickshare
button + 8 contributors*
• S
 pace for up to 40 exhibition stands
• B
 uilt-in A/V Suite with fully
automated digital sound mixing
facility*
• B
 uilt-in PA System with choice of
microphones*
• C
 hangeable coloured lighting

OUR ROOMS

* Additional hire charges apply
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TOP OF THE CITY
The Top of the City is one of our most
versatile function rooms. It’s located at
the top of the South Stand, with stunning
views of both the pitch and the Norwich
skyline. This popular function room is
completely self-contained with its own
bar, toilet facilities, cloakroom and
stylish decor.

It is a flexible room that accommodates
up to 150 guests for a conference and
is also perfect for seminars, workshops
and celebratory parties. Our executive
boxes are located all along the corridor
leading to The Top of The City, perfect
for breakout rooms.

• U
 nique square bar area with
seating
• Air conditioning
• B
 uilt-in PA System with
choice of microphones*
• C
 hangeable coloured lighting
• P
 itch views with options to
upgrade to personalised LED
message and pitch lighting

The Top of the City Suite boasts some
fantastic audio visual aids including
numerous wall mounted HD screens,
a built in PA system and a selection of
microphones, along with changeable
coloured lighting in order to theme the
room to your choosing perhaps with
your company colours.

• 1
 x 75”, 5 x 65” and 2 x 55”
Wall-mounted HD screens*

OUR ROOMS

* Additional hire charges apply

• S
 DI input/output connection
points*
• W
 indows 10 i7 SSD PC laptop for
presentation use*
• 1
 Presentation master clickshare
button + 8 contributors*
• W
 elcome desk and cloakroom
area
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S O U T H S TA N D B OX E S
Our premium executive boxes, located
in the South Stand, are ideal for small
meetings, interviews, breakout space
or private dining. These rooms are
sure to impress, with an outlook over
the pitch and a view of the Norwich
skyline, creating the perfect setting for an
intimate gathering or a small corporate
dinner.
With 15 executive boxes available
within our South Stand we can always
accommodate your meeting, no matter
how last minute! Quick and easy to
book with great cost-effective packages
available.

OUR ROOMS

Our single executives boxes
accommodate up to 10 guests, and our
double executive boxes accommodate up
to 20 guests. We also have a selection of
smaller executive boxes in our Regency
stand, which are perfect for 1 to 1
meetings or interviews.

• Ideal for intimate private dinners
in a unique setting
• View of the pitch
• W
 all-mounted HD Plasma screen*
• E
 xecutive Boxes can be hired as
temporary office spaces
(Monday-Friday)
• W
 e have 15 boxes, four of which
can convert to double boxes via
folding doors
• B
 uilt-in fridge and coffee station
for the perfect self-contained
environment

* Additional hire charges apply
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THE DIRECTORS’ LOUNGE
Located in the City Stand, The Directors’
Lounge is one of our most exclusive
event spaces.
It is available for private hire, and
is the perfect space for dining with
and entertaining high-profile clients,
when you want to ensure the best of
hospitality in a truly unique and intimate
environment.

OUR ROOMS

This stunning lounge boasts its own
welcome area and cloakroom facilities,
leading through to an exquisite marble
topped bar and lounge area for guests
to enjoy their pre-dinner drinks. With
stylish décor throughout, and featuring
hand blown lamps, which hang over each
dining table, this room exudes glamour.
Accommodating up to 50 guests for
a dinner, it really is the ideal setting to
enjoy our first class hospitality.

• Premium bar area
• Luxurious armchair lounge
• W
 all-mounted HD plasma screens*
• Air conditioning
• Cloakroom area
• Exclusive setting
• Natural daylight
• O
 wn entrance and welcome desk
• Stunning décor

* Additional hire charges apply
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THE BOARDROOM & AMB ASSADORS’ LOUNGE
These popular function rooms are
located within the City Stand, and
accommodate up to 50 delegates for a
conference or meeting. These rooms
benefit from natural daylight, their

own bar areas, and built-in audio visual
equipment. Both rooms have adjoining
syndicate/break out rooms, which can
be used in conjunction with each room
if required.

• Bar area
• Air conditioning
• 1
 x 75” and 3 x 65” wall-mounted
HD screens* (Boardroom)
• 1
 x 75” and 1 x 43” wall-mounted
HD screens* (Ambassadors)
• S
 DI input/output connection
points*
• W
 indows 10 i7 SSD PC laptop for
presentation use*
• 1
 Presentation master clickshare
button + 8 contributors*
• B
 uilt-in PA system with choice of
microphones*
• Natural daylight

OUR ROOMS

* Additional hire charges apply
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THE EKIKO LOUNGE
The Ekiko Lounge is one of our midsized function rooms and is located in
the Regency Security Stand. It’s ideal
for meetings, training sessions and
conferences for up to 40 delegates,
plus given that it benefits from its own
bar, it is a popular room for drinks
receptions and buffets. Along the corridor
there are a selection of executive boxes
too, great for use as breakout space.
The Ekiko lounge benefits also from its
close proximity to The Gallery (page
21). Both rooms are similar in size and
style and work perfectly in tandem for
both conferences, meetings or training,

OUR ROOMS

with one of the spaces being used as the
meeting room and the other space as the
refreshment and break out area.

• Bar area

The Ekiko Lounge is situated within
the same area of the stadium as Delia’s
Restaurant and Bar (page 25). Positioned
just one floor beneath the Ekiko Lounge,
the location of the restaurant affords
the opportunity for clients to seamlessly
upgrade their lunch offering to dine in
this exclusive venue as part of their event
package. Alternatively, clients may decide
to conclude their day with dinner and
drinks for their delegates in this stylish
private setting**.

• Natural daylight

• Air conditioning
• 2
 x Wall-mounted plasma screens*
• W
 orks perfectly with The Gallery
(page 21) as a dual venue space
• L
 ocated close to a number of
executive boxes with pitch views,
which can be booked as break out
spaces*

* Additional hire charges apply
** Monday- Thursday only. Minimum numbers apply.
Must be pre-booked.
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THE GALLERY
The Gallery is a popular mid-sized
function room situated in the Regency
Security Stand. With natural daylight,
The Gallery is perfect for presentations,
meetings and conferences for up to
60 delegates; it is also a popular choice
for private dining as it benefits from its
own bar. All along the corridor, executive
boxes are available for breakout space
and pitch views.
The Gallery benefits also from its close
proximity to The Ekiko Lounge (page
19). Both rooms are similar in size and
style and work perfectly in tandem for
both conferences, meetings or training,

OUR ROOMS

with one of the spaces being used as the
meeting room and the other space as the
refreshment and break out area.

• Bar area

The Gallery is situated within the same
area of the stadium as Delia’s Restaurant
and Bar (page 25). Positioned just one
floor beneath The Gallery, the location
of the restaurant affords the opportunity
for clients to seamlessly upgrade their
lunch offering to dine in this exclusive
venue as part of their event package.
Alternatively, clients may decide to
conclude their day with dinner and drinks
for their delegates in this stylish private
setting**.

• Natural daylight

• Air conditioning
• P
 ortable 65” HD screens available*
• W
 orks perfectly with Ekiko Lounge
(page 19) as a dual venue space
• L
 ocated close to a number of
executive boxes with pitch views,
which can be booked as break out
spaces*

* Additional hire charges apply
** Monday- Thursday only. Minimum numbers apply.
Must be pre-booked.
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CLUB 101
Located in the Community Stand
(accessed via the South Stand main
entrance), Club 101 is a versatile room
accommodating up to 100 guests in
theatre style or up to 50 in cabaret style.

RUSSELL ALLISON LOUNGE
With white walls, slate tile flooring and
natural daylight, this is a contemporary
room for a conference, meeting or drinks
reception as it also has its own exclusive
bar.

• Bar area
• Air conditioning
• 5
 x 65” Wall-mounted HD screens*
• S
 DI input/output connection
points*

Accommodating up to 900 guests,
The Russell Allison is a large room
which lends itself perfectly to exhibitions,
meetings, clubs and associations, training
events and conventions.

The space has up to three bars,
depending on your numbers and
requirements. Access is from just
outside of the Barclay Stand.

• L
 arge unique event space
• 3
 x Bar areas
• G
 reat floor space and access
making it ideal for large exhibitions
• W
 all-mounted plasma screens*
• A
 ccommodates up to 40
exhibition stands

• W
 indows 10 i7 SSD PC laptop for
presentation use*
• 1
 presentation master clickshare
button + 8 contributors*
• B
 ulit in PA system with
choice of microphones*
• Natural daylight

OUR ROOMS
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* Additional hire charges apply

OUR ROOMS

* Additional hire charges apply
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D E L I A’ S R E S TAU R A N T A N D B A R
Delia’s Restaurant and Bar is available for
private hire from Sunday to Thursday,
and is perfect for parties, receptions and
dinners - whatever the occasion.
The stylish and elegant restaurant can
accommodate up to 120 for dinner, and
up to 200 for a drink’s reception.

The restaurant is located in the Regency
Stand, with a dedicated entrance located
on Geoffrey Watling Way.

• Premium bar area

Delia’s Restaurant is also open to the
public, serving dinner every Friday and
Saturday from 7pm, booking is advisable.

• Cloakroom area

• Luxurious armchair lounge
• Air conditioning
• Own entrance and welcome desk
• Stunning décor
• An exclusive venue to hire privately

OUR ROOMS
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YELLOWS BAR & GRILL
Yellows is a very unique event space,
which can accommodate up to 100
guests for a sit down dinner and up to
160 guests for a more informal gathering
or party. It has a fabulous bar, which
stretches the majority of the length of
the back of the room, along with a great
area for dancing the night away. The
furniture in Yellows can be arranged to
your liking, making it a very flexible space.

OUR ROOMS

Provide something different for your
delegates by hosting your corporate
event in Yellow’s Bar & Grill. The venue,
located in the Regency stand, has menus
suitable for corporate events or informal
family gatherings.

• Large bar area
• Air conditioning
• W
 all-mounted plasma screens*
• N
 atural daylight
• F
 lexible and unique event space
• F
 ully self-contained

Yellows is also available for private hire,
and is perfect for parties, receptions and
dinners.

* Additional hire charges apply
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E V E N T S AT
CARROW ROAD
Due to the brilliant space we have at the
stadium, Carrow Road plays host to a
wide variety of events throughout the
year. Here’s a selection;
Comedy nights
Concerts
Sporting events
Live cooking exhibitions
Christmas parties
Business & conference exhibitions
‘An Evening with...’
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E V E N T S AT C A R ROW ROA D
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E V E N T S AT C A R ROW ROA D
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ON-SITE HOTEL
Carrow Road is incredibly unique as it
benefits from an on-site 150 bedroom
hotel, located between the South Stand
and Barclay Stand, with some rooms
benefiting from a view of the pitch.

This means we have clients travel from
far and wide to enjoy their conference
or event at the stadium, then retreat to
their room at the hotel.

J A R R O L D 2 5 0 TH C E L E B R AT I O N
Given our relationship with the hotel, we
can offer preferential rates for our clients
to ensure you can offer your clients the
full experience.

“On behalf of the Chairman, CEO,
Directors and colleagues at Jarrold & Sons
LTD, we would like to say a huge thank
you yet again for a wonderful evening.
Thank you, Helen for your patience and
attention to detail making my side of the
task a lot easier.
Thank you for co-ordinating the delivery
of the wine and goods that we needed
for the event and for arranging a time for
us to visit the Gunn Club on the Friday
to set up our good bags etc. Please pass
on our thanks to the Saturday Managers,
especially Steven Wild, and their fantastic
team for making the evening go so
smoothly.

S TAY W I T H U S
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Our thanks of course to the chefs and
kitchen staff for the delicious menu and
efficient delivery of getting the meals
hot to the table. For dealing with the
variety of dietary requirements from
our colleagues. From the feedback we
have received from colleagues, they said
the food was outstanding and enjoyed
the change from the usual Christmas
menu and going forward we think future
events will be New Year themed (not a
mention of Christmas!). Many thanks too
to the security team who were ensuring
everyone’s safety.

Once again, thank you so much for the
great service that we receive from you
and your colleagues and personally from
myself, for being able to walk into your
venue on the night of the event and hand
over to the very capable Duty Managers,
a wonderful feeling. Look forward to
working with you again later in the year.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
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ROOM C APACIT Y

GET IN TOUCH

Boardroom

Theatre Style

Exam

Cabaret

U-Shape

Dinner Dance

Dinner

Reception

Floor Area (m2)

Gunn Club

50

500

130

330

50

330

440

600

676

Top of the Terrace

50

500

130

330

50

330

400

600

676

Top of the City

50

150

50

80

50

130

150

250

272

Russell Allison

50

120

120

80

30

450

500

900

676

Club 101

40

100

30

50

35

100

160

The Boardroom

30

50

30

24

30

80

144

The Ambassadors

30

80

30

30

30

80

141.3

The Gallery

25

60

30

30

30

50

72

The Ekiko Lounge

20

40

20

20

20

50

72

50

70

86

10

15

15

18

20

30

120

200

234

100

160

92.8

40

40

The Directors’ Lounge
Executive Boxes - Single

10

Executive Boxes - Double

18

15

Delia’s Restaurant
Yellows Restaurant

50

70

If you’d like to know more about our venue, including prices and
availability, we’d love for you to get in touch. Here’s how;
Phone:
01603 218704
Email:
canarycatering@canaries.co.uk
Website:
deliascanarycatering.co.uk
Twitter:
@delias_cc
Facebook:
@deliasccatering

P H O T O G R A P H Y B Y © Sylvaine Poitau | Delia Smith: © Trevor Leighton | R.A Lounge & Delia’s Restaurant and Bar: © Tom Smith
Yellows: hi-impact media | Elizabeth’s Florist: elizabeths.co.uk | Connections Entertainment Ltd: connectionsentertainment.co.uk
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NORWICH CITY FOOTBALL CLUB
CARROW ROAD, NR1 1JE

